dynamic design
Minosa Design clearly has its design
strategy down pat, taking out two
categories at the Australian Housing
Awards. Gabrielle Chariton reports.
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hen Minosa Design was
announced winner of the
kitchen design award at the
2016 Australian Housing
Awards, owners Darren Genner and
Simona Castagna were ‘rapt’. When
they were called up a second time, to
accept the award for Bathroom Design,
they were astonished.
‘The standard of competition in both
categories was so high,’ Simona says.
‘We’d looked at all the other entries and

duo

honestly we felt that the judges would
be giving some of the others the awards
over us. So in that respect, we were so
proud to have won.’
The Sydney-based designers have
become influential names across the
interior design scene in recent years, with
this year’s double win topping a long list
of previous state and national awards.
Both of these projects involved
working on homes that are nearly a
century old, for clients with discerning
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tastes and clear ideas about what they
wanted. That, however, is where the
similarity ends.
Minosa’s winning kitchen was
designed for a young family of four who
had purchased a historic 1920s cottage
on Sydney’s lower north shore. The
building – which had been home to
squatters for the past 20 years – was
dilapidated, covered in graffiti, partially
burnt and, Darren says, ‘desolate – to
the point where it would have been
better to knock it down. But because it
was heritage-listed you couldn’t touch
it. It had to be re-built and faithfully
restored to how it would have looked
during its heyday in the 1920s.’
The kitchen is part of a new extension
that was added onto the back of the
home. ‘The client came with clear ideas
of what she wanted to do – she wanted it
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to be modern, but to pay homage to the
period in terms of detailing and finish.’
This notion of old-meets-modern is
underpinned by the choice of wall
covering – large-format, matte grey
porcelain tiles printed with a delicate lace
pattern. ‘It’s really evocative of the
detailed, decorative style of the early
twentieth century,’ Darren says.

‘At the end of the day we can
have all the ideas in the world but
without clients to inspire us…
then it doesn’t happen’

benchtop, timber veneer to the main
joinery, accented with black overhead
cupboards. Together with the concretelook floor tiles, the visual effect is elegant,
but also welcoming.
From a practical point of view,
functionality is optimised by careful
planning and state-of-the-art storage
systems. ‘We dynamically plan what goes
on inside the drawers,’ Darren says. ‘We
plan where the cups go, where the plates
go, where the pots go, where the
Tupperware goes. Everything has a function
Below: Minosa Design owners Darren
Genner and Simona Castagna.

In all other respects, this is a
contemporary room: vertically-applied
marble topped with a slimline Corian
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Future view
Well before a single tile was
purchased for the 2016 Kitchen
Design and Bathroom Design of
the Year projects, Minosa Designs’
clients were given a window into
the future thanks to some hightech software. ‘We create high-level
3D renderings, so we can show a
client almost exactly what the
project is going to look like well
before any work begins,’ Darren
Genner explains.
‘Clients can’t always visualise how
all the pieces of a design will come
together. So the 3D renderings,
done as realistically as possible,
eliminate the guesswork. Once they
understand it, the process becomes
more fun – they know exactly what
they’re going to be getting.’
This is about to go one step
further, with Minosa now working on
making renderings viewable through
Oculus 3D virtual reality goggles.
‘Wearing the goggles, clients will feel
as though they’re standing inside the
room. They can look around and
see it from all angles,’ Darren says.
‘It’s ridiculous but fun. And you’ve
got to have fun with this; design
shouldn’t be too serious.’

based on the triangles that we set up.’
Multiple work triangles, zoned into
‘active’ and ‘passive’ areas, ensure the
kitchen can comfortably accommodate
more than one chef at a time.
Combined with hidden technology,
such as the integrated pop-up
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powerpoint and electronically opening
cabinetry, this is truly a kitchen
designed to accommodate twenty-first
century lifestyles.
Minosa’s award-winning bathroom
is in a restored and extended 1936
Californian bungalow in Sydney’s eastern
suburbs. The client, who works in an
interior design firm, asked Minosa to
create a luxurious, modern bathing retreat.
‘The space we had to work with was
an empty room located off the parent’s
bedroom and wardrobe – never finished
from when the previous owners had
built the extension,’ Simona explains.
Minosa applied their usual ingenuity
in creating a zoned layout. ‘In order to
define the space, we created the marble
platform, which serves to separate the
bathing – both practically and visually
– from the rest of the room,’ Simona
says. Because there’s no door to the
ensuite, the toilet can be closed off for
total privacy.
The need for additional storage led
to the creation of a marble-topped
bench seat, beneath which are mounted
electronically opening drawers to house
blankets, towels and dirty washing.
Likewise the mirror above the vanity
lifts, at the touch of a button, to reveal
ample storage for personal effects,
along with small adjustable task mirrors
for shaving and makeup-application.
The vanity – a sculptural, customdesigned beauty by Minosa and hand-

made in Sydney – is crisp white Corian,
with two bowls seamlessly slumped into
the top surface. On the floor, woodgrain
Metz tiles are laid in a chequerboard
pattern. ‘The room has a really strippedback, simplified palette; it’s quite striking,’
Simona says. ‘The marble and the flooring
introduce some subtle texture.’
The entire design is an exercise in
studied restraint, and the client, Simona
says, was thrilled with the finished room.
‘She told us it’s the most beautiful space
she’s ever seen.’
With praise like that, it’s clear that
Darren and Simona have hit their
vocational stride. Their approach, Darren
says, differs slightly from the industry
norm: ‘As a design studio we don’t sell
a project; rather we’re focused on the
solution: we look at the brief, address
problems and resolve any issues, and
design a solution around that.’
The briefing process, accordingly, is a
vitally important stage in every project.
‘Once we understand the client well
enough, we then interpret their needs and
translate that into a design,’ Simona says.
‘So when the relationship is good, like
they were with both of these clients,
nothing changes. And with both of these
projects, absolutely nothing was changed
from our initial designs.’
‘Our clients are our inspiration,’
Darren adds. ‘At the end of the day we
can have all the ideas in the world but
without clients to inspire us to find
solutions and create beautiful spaces for
them, then it doesn’t happen.’ H
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